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♂Deep Dark Fight♂ - it's a 2.5 D platformer. You play as the master Van Darkholme, who has to save mankind from
extinction. It needs to go through many trials, because his opponent is not just a man, he is a great boss of his gym! For find this

boss, you have to get to the hell!

♂Gameplay and The history of creation♂
It's a hardcore 2.5 D platformer with a side view. The graphics in the game is made in traditions of old school games (8-16 bit).
The gameplay itself is a combination of hardcore arcade platformer. While playing, you will meet many enemies, traps, bosses,
power-UPS and many other surprises. The plot of the game is the imagination of developers combined with some cases from

different video...

This game offers various:

 levels,

 locations,

 improvements,

 traps,

 bosses,

and much more!
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This is like D\u00e9j\u00e0 vu ..
remember me nokia 3310 :claugh: :claugh: :claugh: :claugh:. No campaign mode, gets stale quickly, has few buildings and things
to do and lacks many of those small details that would make it more worthwhile like better in-game stats or the ability to rotate
buildings. Really good game with a few bugs here and there but its genuinly amazingly good for an indie game that was worth a
cereal box or two. I like it alot. I did find a glitch or bug and it was to do with the food and wood. What happened was I killed a
deer and then I was freezing!!!! O_O. So I had to get wood... I couldn't because of the food taking the inventory slot. So what I
did what click on the food to get it out of my inventory and then I could pick up wood O_O. The food glitched into the wood. I
got a fire running and yeet!. PROS:
-Art Style
-Game Feel (took some getting used to, however. hitboxes are a little wonky at times.)
-Writing is spot on. Really loved the characters.
-~15 hour campaign. longer than the usual beat em up.

CONS:
-Almost no reason to do random battles once you're max level. Max level shouldnt exist.
-No reason to buy burritos since you're cash-poor 95% of the game and should be buying packs instead. (and whats the rush to
get to max level when that ruins the drive to do random battles?)
-No endgame. I dont know about you, but plaza patrol is the least interesting task in the whole game, but thats the only quest you
will ever get once completing the story.
. Pretty cool game,. So funny wish there were mods.. I struggled with whether to give this a positive or negative review. I
decided on positive because if you just take it on its own merits, and buy it during a Summer Sale or something, I think you will
have plenty of fun for your money so long as you don't this to be a mainline 4X space game. However, my guess is that many,
like me, who play this game will have played Weird Worlds, its predecessor first. When compared to WW I'd say WW was
overall better, especially if you downloaded some of the great mods made for it. When I think about playing this game, I often
just go back to WW instead. My comments below, then, compare this to WW.

- As others have mentioned, the transition to a 3D star map adds nothing to the game. In fact, I think it is just more confusing.
- The new interface for adding upgrades to your ships is fine, but I liked WW better since it was more intutive that if I was
putting a gun on the port side of the ship it would have a firing arc from the port side of the ship. With the new UI for this I
have to compare where I'm placing the gun in the UI with the picture of the ship to see which gun is changing.
- I do like the new mechanic for fighters since in WW getting a fighter generally means hiding it behind your capital ships to
keep it from dying quickly and hoping maybe it will help out should an enemy fighter get past the point defense of your capital
ships.
- I like how you move your ships in combat versus WW since this game allows you to easily set a path. However, having to
individually bring each of your ships into the combat can be cumbersome. I'd at least like to still have the option of bring them
all in at the same time in a set formation like in WW.
- I guess all the effort went into creating the new 3D environment because as others have noted much of the content is exactly
the same as in WW.
- I actually like the WW art style better. Again, I would have preferred that time have been devoted to new content versus new
art.
- I definitely like the better capability comparison in this game between different upgrades. In WW it was often difficult to
determine what gun was better than another, for instance. This game makes the trade-offs between damage, range, DPM, etc.
much more clear.
- Both games have a variety of well-animated weapons that show some attention to detail and make combat, while still simple,
pretty fun.

So, again, not a bad game and I think most people who want a relatively simple game will have fun. However, I think WW along
with the mods for it available for free on the Digital Eel website (including a Babylon 5 total conversion, yay!) is on net the
better game.

I hope Digital Eel makes another game and takes feedback like this to bring the best of this game and WW together. I would
start with WW, add some of the features I mention above as definite improvements, and then just add a bunch of new content.
Part of the fun is replaying the game over and over and seeing which of the random events and items you happen to get in that
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play through, so just adding a lot more of those random possibilities would be fun (again, not to beat a dead horse, but that's
basically what the mods do). I love sci-fi but find that the bigger 4x games with their complicated enonomies just don't interest
me. A game that focuses on basic exploring to find cool stuff, combat, random events, and humor is just my speed.. The original
pako car chase simulator is good, and now pako 2 is here.
if anyone hates this game, just wait it's in early access so just be patient until it's finished.
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Mansions in VR its a great idea, but like 2 rooms and ugly dancing holograms? Seriously? This is so pathetic, i was downloading
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665all day, wtf.. Boring, sad, terrible, small, no players, asset flip? and not worth
anybodys time. I've been following this game since about day 0 from Twitter. The developer was passionate about it all these
years and so far, I'm loving it. BTW, the music is awesome.. Please get rid of the RPG-7. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=4ew4mSzgd3w

^ Gameplay footage.

Really okay at this price tag, maybe even more so with company. The style is nice and the enemy designs quite imaginative, a bit
more polish will make this a fun title.. Cool assets that help offset the ugh factor that a lot of Paradox-made houses and
commercial buildings have

Also helps to support a modder who's made over 300 FREE assets

So, here's what you do, buy this and support him - and THEN download ALL his content - to support him some MOAR :D
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